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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the initial value problems for three typical 
nonlinear dispersive wave equations. They are of types of the nonlinear 
Schriidinger equations, the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equations, and the 
generalized Bona-Benjamin-Mahoney equations, respectively: 
iu, -Au +f(lul’)u = 0, xERd, --cr,<t<+co, (l-1) 
u, + Mu)), + ox,, = 0, -m<x, t<+m, (1.2) 
ut - Uxxt + Mu)), = 09 -m<x, t<+aJ, (1.3) 
where d is a positive integer, A is a d-dimensional Laplacian, and the 
subscripts x, t denote partial differentiations. 
The initial value problems for (1. I)-(1.3) require the asymptotic 
conditions as x tends to infinity, and one must specify spaces of functions 
satisfying the desired asymptotic conditions. The usual choices of spaces are 
the Sobolev spaces Z-P. Well-posedness in HS, of the initial value problems 
for (1.1~(1.3), was established by many authors [3,5-8, 12, 181. It is of 
interest to know that Eqs. (l.l)-( 1.3) have solutions decreasing faster than 
HS convergence as x tends to infinity, in particular, solutions in the Schwartz 
spaces S for each t provided that their initial data are in S. This is motivated 
by Tanaka’s result for the Korteweg-de Vries equation [ 131, which 
establishes the existence of S-solutions by the inverse scattering techniques, 
and by the fact that Eqs. (l.l)-(1.3) have travelling solutions in S (solitary 
waves), which may play an important role of asymptotic behavior of 
solutions as t tends to infinity. 
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Our aim is to show that under certain general assumptions onS, g, and h, 
the initial value problems for (l.l)-( 1.3) have S-solutions if their initial data 
are in S. It can be established by considering the initial value problems in a 
weighted Sobolev chain whose inverse limit is the Schwartz space S. 
The content of this paper is as follows: Section 2 consists of notation and 
preliminaries. In this section we introduce the Hilbert chain of weighted 
Sobolev spaces whose inverse limit is S and establish some interpolation 
inequalities of norms of weighted Sobolev spaces, which are essential tools 
used in subsequent sections. In Sections 3-5, we shall consider the initial 
value problems for ( 1. 1 )-( 1.3), respectively. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by Li the set of all continuous nondecreasing positive functions 
of one or several variables and by c, ~(a,...) generic constants, not necessarily 
the same at each occasion, which depend in an increasing way on the 
indicated quantities. Throughout a(x) = (1 + IxI’)“‘. For s E R, the Sobolev 
spaces HS(Rd; K) (K = R or C) are introduced as usual, with the norm 
(IuII, = lusz$, where 1 . IZ denotes the standard norm of LZ(Rd; K) and u^ the 
Fourier transform of u. For r,s E R we denote by fZF(Rd; K) the completion 
of the Schwartz space S(Rd; K) of rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable 
K-valued functions on Rd, in the norm IIuI[~,~ = larFF-‘aSF~l,, where F and 
F-’ are the Fourier transformation and the inverse Fourier transformation, 
respectively. For r E R and s E NV (O}, we denote by WF(Rd; K) the 
completion of the space S(Rd; K) in the norm Il~ll~,~ = (C,,, <s I u’D”ul~)“*. 
Both H;(Rd; K) and W;(Rd; K) are Hilbert spaces with inner products 
(u, u), s = (urF-‘u*Fu, u’F-‘uSFu) and (u, v),*., = x,,, &‘D”u, u’D”u), 
respectively. Here (., .) is the usual L*-inner product. When r = 0, the spaces 
HS, and WS, coincide with the usual Sobolev spaces HS and W”, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. For s E N U (0 1, H:(Rd; K) = W:(Rd; K). 1 . ITaS and I - 121, 
are equivalent norms. 
Proof. See Triebel [ 15 ] or Tsutsumi [ 16 I. 
The following two theorems can be found in Triebel [ 15 ] and will be very 
useful. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every r,, , sO, r,,s,ERandO<e<l,onehas 
W:le = H” -8h,+8S, (~-e)r,+er,~ 
where [ ., . ] denotes the complex interpolation method. 
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THEOREM 2.2. For all s, r E R, 
(H;)’ = HI;, (2.2) 
where X’ denotes the strong dual of a Banach space X. 
LEMMA 2.2. For all r, s, t E R, (1 -A)“’ is an isomorphism of 
H;+‘+ H;. 
Proof. Obvious. 
LEMMA 2.3. For all r, t E R and s E N v (O}, the multiplication by a(x)’ 
is an isomorphism of W: +, + W: . 
Proof Leinniz’s formula yields that the multiplication by a(x)’ is 
continuous and onto. Since IIcr’uI(,,, > II& 110,0, it is injective. 
Since for integer s, H; = W:, from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 
we have 
LEMMA 2.4. For all r, s, t E R, the multiplication by a(x)’ is an 
isomorphism of H f + I + Hi. 
Then Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 give 
THEOREM 2.3. For all r, s E R, there exist two positive constants C, C’ 
such that 
C II 101,,, < I F- 1~sWto12 < C’ II u IIr.s, uE HF. (2.3) 
COROLLARY 2.1. F(Hf) = Hi for all r, s E R. 
THEOREM 2.4. For every r, < r,, s0 < s,, H:; c Hz. The intersection 
n Hs, equipped with the initial topology, is the Schwartz space S. 
Remark. fL,,>oH~F = fL.,,N H:. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let r, s, t > 0 and let u = H:+‘. Then, by virtue of 
Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.3 we have 
1 )I u’D”uJI~,~ = 1 1 F- ‘u~F(u’D’~)~~ 
la1 <Ill 101 <III 
<c \’ 
IaEltl II~=~II,.,~~II~II,,,+,~ 
The well-known Sobolev embedding theorem yields 
H;(Rd; K) c C,(Rd; K) if s > d/2, 
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where C,(Rd; K) is the space of continuous and bounded K-valued functions 
on Rd. Hence, 
P,.,,,(u) = ,;ty,, supk’(x) I ~“u(x)l;xE Rdl ~cll~ll,,,,, 
for every r, t > 0 and s > d/2. 
Conversely we have for r, s > 0 
<C sup sup@‘+ (x) I D”u(x)l; x E Rd} 
lOl<lSl+l 
G cpr+,.,s,+ I@) 
if t > d/2. Thus (-),,r,O H: = S. This completes the proof. 
When we consider the initial value problems for nonlinear evolution 
equations mentioned above, it is more convenient to introduce Hilbert space 
S: = S;(Rd; K) defined by 
S;(Rd; K) = H;(Rd; K) n H;(Rd; K) (2.4) 
for r, s E R, with inner product 
and norm 
((h u)),,, = (4 uh.0 + (u, u)o.s 
Ill 24 lll,.5 = (b4 4x!: = (II u II:.0 + II 24 lI~.s>“‘- 
Then the interpolation theory yields 
THEOREM 2.5. One has 
S: c [H:, HiI, = H;; B,, 
forallr,sER andO<e< 1. 
From Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 we have 
(2.5) 
THEOREM 2.6. S;c SF: if r > r’ and s > s’. The intersection n,,,,,,Sf 
(=f-lr.SGN S:), equipped with the initial topology, is the Schwartz space S. 
Moreover the intersection 0 S: is S. 
THEOREM 2.1. One has 
(S;)’ = HO, + H, ‘. (2.6) 
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Proof: Since HF and HS, are Hilbert spaces, we have 
(S;)’ = (H;)’ + (Hi)’ = H”, t H,‘. 
The following propositions are the direct consequence of Theorem 2.5 and 
are used frequently in the subsequent sections. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let rER and s>O. Then for every a with jal=p, 
P E N, 
where r’ = (s t p)r/s and s’ = s t p. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let r, s > 0. Suppose that u E Sy(Rd; K). Then, 
u E H:- I(Rd; K) and 
II 4I,- I.s < 46 4 ll1411r.rs. (2.8) 
We now mention a multiplication property of S:(Rd; K). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let s > d/2. Then for every u, v E S:(Rd; K) 
Ill uv llLd G c Ill u lll,.s Ill v lllr.s. (2.9) 
Thus S:(Rd; K) is a quasi-normed algebra under pointwise multiplication. 
ProoJ It is well known that H*(Rd; K) forms a quasi-normed algebra 
under pointwise multiplication, from which the theorem follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let F = F(u) be an arbitrary polynomial of u and k 
with F(0) = 0. Let r, s E R. Ifs > d/2. then there exists an w,(.) E R such 
that 
IIIW, fill,., G w,(ll ullo,J Ill ul1lr.x~ u E S;(Rd; C), (2.10) 
where K is an arbitrary number >d/2. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P = P(u) be an arbitrary polynomial of u with 
P(0) = 0. Let r > 0 and s > 1 + d/2. For every u E SF(Rd; R) there exists an 
02(.) E R such that 
wwx,~ u)),., < Ml u Ilo.r) Ill u llL.5~ 
where K is an arbitrary number > 1 + d/2. 
(2.11) 
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ProoJ The estimate 
follows from [ 17, Lemma 1.2.41. Therefore, it suffkes to show that 
vwLi~ U),,” < 41 u 1lo.J II u IL.0 (2.12) 
for any u E S since S is dense in Ss. For any u E S, we have 
= -2r [ o(x)*+ ” xn(u(x)) dx 
= ~uPilm41~21~ lul G lulm/ II~llr.or 
where n(u) = 1; P(s) ds and ]u], denotes the norm of Lm(Rd; R). Since 
H;I c L*, we get (2.12). 
The following lemma is used frequently in proofs of theorems in the subse- 
quent sections. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose x E S(Rd; R) such thaf x(O) = 1. Let ,Y,(x) =X(&X) 
forO<&< 1. Then 
x,(x) + 1 uniformly on any bounded set in Rd 
and 
D”x,(x) -+ 0 uniformly in Rd, Ial # 0. 
Furthermore, for any a E (N U (0))d there exists a constant C,, independent 
of E, such that 
1 D=xJx)l < C&J(X))-(lo’ -y), O<y<lal. 
The proof of Lemma 2.5 is easy and is omitted. 
(2.15) 
3. THE NONLINEAR SCHR~DINGER EQUATIONS 
We consider the initial value problem: 
iu,-Au tf(luI’)u=O, xE Rd, t > 0, (3.1) 
u(0, x) = u,(x), xE Rd. (3.2) 
505;41/1-0 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that f-=$(u) is a polynomial of v andf(0) = 0. 
Let r > 0 and s > max(r, d/2 + E), VE > 0. Then for every u,, E S:(Rd; C) 
there exists a positive number T* such that the initial value problem (3.1), 
(3.2) has a unique solution u = u(t, x) such that 
u E L=(o, r*; S:(Rd; C)). (3.3) 
Ifs > 2, then 
with 
u E L”(0, r*; S;(Rd; C)) n C( [ 0, r* 1; S::(Rd; C)) (3.4) 
u, E La(O, P; S;:(Rd; C)), (3.5) 
where s’ = s - 2 and r’ = r(s - 2)/s. Furthermore, we have the following 
alternative: 
(a) u exists in IO, 00). 
(b) There exists a T** > 0 such that u exists in IO, r**) and 
‘fyrTuP II u(t)ll, = + CrJ 
for any K E R satisfying d/2 < K < s. 
COROLLARY 3.1. lfu, E S(Rd; C), then u E P((0, P]; S(Rd; C)). 
Combining Theorem 3.1 with the results of Lin-Strauss [ 121, 
Ginibre-Vero 131, and Pecher-von Wahl 161, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.2 (global existence). In addition to the assumptions in 
Theorem 3.1, we assume that d = 1, 2, 3, 
and 
F(v) = .“f (u) du > -C, 1 u I(’ +p’/2 
! 0 
If(v)1 ,< c, IUI(P-‘)‘2, 
where C, and C, are positive constants, 1 Q p < 1 + 4/d, and 1 < p < 
(d+2)/(d-2)fd>2,and 1 <p<co ifd= 1,2. 
Then for every u0 E SF(Rd; C) and any T > 0, the initial value problem 
(3.1), (3.2) has a unique solufion u = u(t, x) such that 
u E L=‘(O, T; S;(Rd; C)). 
In particular, ifu E S(Rd; C), then u E P(lO, T]; S(Rd; C)). 
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Remark 3.1. As is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 3.1, if r and s 
run over \ u (O), the assertions in Theorem 3.1 and Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 
hold valid not only for a polynomial f but for an $ E C”. In this case, 
Ilu(f) in (b) should be replaced by (Iu(~)[[,~~~+, (see [ 171). 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. Since S is dense in S:, there exists a sequence 
(r+,” ] c S such that 
u,, + u0 strongly in St as in n + co. - (3.6) 
We first consider the parabolic regularization of Eq. (3.1): for every n E N 
u,+ i-t du-~~(l~(~)u=O, 
i i 
with 
40, x) = U&q. (3.8) 
LEMMA 3.1. For every fixed n E N, there exists a T,, > 0 such that the 
initial value problem (3.7), (3.8) has a unique solution u, = u,(t, x) such that 
u, E cya T”j; S(Rd: C)). (3.9) 
Proof. The well-known theory of semilinear parabolic equations in the 
usual Sobolev spaces (see, Asano [ 11, Sobolevskii [ lo]) asserts that there 
exists a T,, > 0 depending on n and ))~,,~lj~,,~~~+, , and that, the initial value 
problem (3.7), (3.8) has a unique solution u, E C?([O, T,]; HOC(Rd; C)). 
Furthermore, by the standard procedure of energy estimates we have 
sup O<f<T. II ~“O)ll~., G Ml bl lG.,> for any s E N, s > 
where I,(.) E L! (see [ 171). In order to prove the assertion of this lemma, it 
suffices to show that for any r E N U (0) 
u, E Lao([O, 7’,1; s;(Rd; 0) (3.11) 
since fiS:=S (r,sENU(O)). We prove (3.11) by induction. Whenr=O, 
it is obvious. Suppose that the result is known for all values less than or 
equal to r - 1 (r > 1). We prove it for r. Let x(x) E S(Rd; R) with x(O) = 1. 
Put x,(x) =X(&X) and v,(t, x) =x,(x) u,(t, x). Then we see that 
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II, E ?([O, ml; S(Rd; C)). Differentiating II~,(t)ll~.~ with respect to t, using 
Eq. (3.7), and integrating by parts with respect to x, we have 
$ II mKo = - f IIX, % ll5.o 
- + Re u2'x,(Vu, 
I 
* Vx,) u, h 
- 4 Im 
I 
u2’x@4, * Vx,) U,du 
-:Re xto2”-“(x. Vu,)U,dx 
I 
-4rIm ~fa~“-‘)(x. Vu,)U,dr. 
1 
(3.12) 
Here and in the sequel we omit the arguments of functions whenever no 
confusion arises from doing so. By virtue of Lemma 2.5 and Schwarz’s 
inequality, we have 
$ II mll:,, < - ; IIX, WI;., 
+ 8 Ilx, Vu, 1Ir.o Ilvx, u, 1lr.o 
+ 8r Ilx, Vu, lIr,o II u, IL- I.0 
< - f IIX, %lI:.o + c IIX, %lIr,o Il~nll- I.0 
G - + IIXcV~nIlf.o + 0) II~“II:-1.0~ 
where c(n) is a positive constant independent of E, from which it follows that 
sup II wllf,o G c ll%mIr:,o + 0) T” o(“:pT II %wll:- 1. 0’ O<f< T, n 
Thus (v,(t)t remains in a bounded set of LW(O, T,,; SF(Rd; C)) for 0 < E < 1. 
Hence, recalling Lemma 2.5 and letting E tend to zero, we see that 
u, + u,, weakly star in L”)(O, T,,; SF(Rd; c)) 
since Lm(O, Tn;S,"(Rd;C))=(L'(0,Tn;H!,(Rd;C)+L2(Rd;C)))'. 
Let c be the supremum of T such that on (0, T], the initial value 
problem (3.7). (3.8) has a solution u,, = u,(t, x) E Co3(10, Tj; S(Rd; C)). 
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LEMMA 3.2. T,* is bounded from below by a positive constant r* which 
is independent of n. Furthermore, there exists an I,., E fl such that 
sup lIl~“(~)lll3., < ~,.,(I11 ~onlllS.Jr (3.14) 
O<I<T” 
for an-v r > 0 and any s > max(r, d/2 + E), Va > 0. 
ProoJ Let K be any real number satisfying d/2 < K < s. Applying 
(I-#* to both sides of (3.7), taking the inner product of them with 
(I - Llyu, in L2(Rd; C), and adding the complex conjugation of the 
produce, we have 
By virtue of Corollary 2.2, there exists an o(.) E f2 such that 
Ilf(l u 12)410.K G Ml 24 llL> II 24 IIO,.’ 
Hence 
from which it follows that 
II ~,Wll;,, < II ~onll;.. + 2 I ’ 41 ~.Wll;.J II u,(s)lli., ds 0 
We now show that for any n E N 
(3.16) 
where a, = II uon I&, . Note that the left-hand side of (3.16) is finite as a,, + 0 
since f is a polynomial. Suppose on the contrary that there exists an n E N 
such that 
(3.17) 
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By virtue of Opial’s inequality, the solution Ilu,(t)ll~,, of the integral 
inequality (3.15) can be majorized by the solution of the equation 
v(t) = a, + 2 i f NY(s)) Y(S) ds. (3.18) 0 
The solution r(t) of (3.18) exists for 0 < t < i’! Hence, we have 
(3.19) 
where c is a positive constant independent of n since a, is bounded. 
We next apply (I -A)“/’ (a > K) to both sides of Eq. (3.7), take the L*- 
inner product of them with (I -LI)~~u,,, add the complex conjugation of the 
product and use Corollary 2.2 to obtain 
-$ II %IIL + f II %llL + I G 23ll U” IL> II UJI IL for some (3 E LI, 
from which is follows that 
IMM,, < II~o,X,a + 2 ,(; ~,(ll~&)llkJ lb,(~)ll~., ‘-is 
for O<t<c. 
Then, Gronwall’s well-known inequality gives 
II wll;., G II UO”IlL ev WI d9lli.x ds. 
1 
By virtue of (3.19) we get 
li:yP II 4OIli,, G da) for every a > K, (3.20) 
n 
where c(a) is a positive constant which can be chosen so as to be 
independent of n if a ,< s. Since the solution u, satisfies 
Au,(s) ds + i I, ’ f(l u,(s)12) u,(s) ds, 
we see that lim,/,:u,(f) = u,(c) exists and lies in Hm(Rd; C). But, then the 
initial value problem to Eq. (3.7) with the initial condition ~(0, x) = u,(c, x) 
has a solution u,(f, x) for 0 < t Q I? Set 
u(t, x) = U”(L x) for 0 <t < q 
= u,(t - 7$, x) for Q < t < r;t + -P: 
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Then, u(f, x) is a solution of (3.7), (3.8) for 0 < t < c + ? and lies in 
Cm((O, c + PI; H*)(Rd; C)) (and hence in Co3([0, c t ?]; S(Rd; C))), 
which contradicts the definition of c. 
Therefore, we may choose p so that 
where a = sup@, ; n E IV}, and obtain the estimate 
We now show that the estimates 
sup II %wll:.o G ~,.,(111 Uon 1llr.J Oif<T’ 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
hold for every r > 0. To see this, we have for any r > 0 
- 4r Im 
.i 
CJ~‘~-‘)(X - Vu,) Kdx 
< - f 
II 
V~nllr.O t ~IIwr.o II%llr-I.0 
+ 4r II V%lI,- 1.0 II U” IL.0 
+Wf.o+ ~6~211~,Il,Z-,,o 
t 4-c III 4 IIIr.r II u, llr.O 
G c II ~X,o + c~o,r(ll~0nllo.r)~ 
where c is a positive constant independent of n. Here we have used 
Proposition 2.2. Hence, Gronwall’s inequality yields that 
II u,(Ollf.o G w%ll~,“ll3 + ~OAI ~O”lL) for O<t<7+. 
Thus we have the estimates (3.23). Combining (3.22) and (3.23), we obtain 
the desired estimates (3.14). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 completed. By virtue of Lemma 3.2, (u,} forms a 
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bounded sequence in L”O(0, r*; Sf(Rd; C)). Hence, there exist a subsequence 
of (u,} (also denoted by (u,)) and u E L”O(0, r*; SF(Rd; C)) such that 
U, -+ u weakly star in L=(O, r*; SF(R”; C)). 
Then, it can be easily seen by the standard argument that u is a desired 
unique (weak) solution of (3.1), (3.2) (see 14, 171). When s > 2, from 
Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, it is shown that 
f(lul*)u E Lm(O, T*; S;(Rd; C)) 
and 
Au E L=‘(O, r*; S;:(Rd; C)), 
where s’ = s - 2 and J = r(s - 2)/s. Hence, in view of Eq. (3.1) we 
conclude that 
u, E L”(0, P; S;:(Rd; C)). 
The last assertion is easily established by an analogous argument used in 
the proof of the first assertion of Lemma 3.2. This completes the proof. 
4. THE GENERALIZED KdV EQUATION 
We consider the intial value problem to the generalized KdV equation of 
the form 
with 
u, + u,,, + (g(u)), = = 09 xER, r>O (4.1) 
u(0, x) = u,(x), xE R. (4.2) 
Our results are: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that g = g(u) is a polynomial of u. Let r > 0 and 
s 2 max(2r, f + E) (VE > 0). Then for every u,, E Sf(R; R) there exists a 
positive number T* such that the initial value problem (4.1), (4.2) has a 
unique solution u = u(t, x) satisfying 
u E L’=‘(O, P; S;(R; R)). (4.3) 
Ifs > 3, then 
u E Lm(O, T*; S;(R; R)) n C([O, T*]; S;:(R; R)) (4.4) 
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with 
u, E Lye, P; S$(R; R)), 
where s’ = s - 3 and I’ = r(s - 3)/s. 
Furthermore, we have the following alternative: 
(a) u exists globally. 
(b) There exists a T** > 0 such that I( exists in [0, r**) and 
lim SUP Ilu(t)ll = +oo, 
,dT.' - 
(4.5) 
for every K E R satisfying 3 < K < s. 
COROLLARY 4.1. lfu,, E S(R; R), then u E ?([O, T*]; S(R; R)). 
Combining the results in [ 181 with Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.2 (global existence). In addition to the assumptions in 
Theorem 4.1 we assume that g satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(I) G(u) = 1: g(v) dv 2 0, dg(u)/du > 0, 
(II) ] g(u)] < K,(l t ]u]‘) ]u], K, being a positive constant. 
Then, for any T > 0 and every u,, E S:(R; R) there exists a unique solution 
u = u(t, x) in L”(0, T, Si(R; R)) of (4.1), (4.2). Zf s > 3, then u E C([O, T]; 
S$(R; R)) with u, E Lm(O, T, S::(R; R)), where J and s’ are given in 
Theorem 4.1. In particular, $ u, E S(R; R) then u E Coc( [ 0, T]; S(R; R)). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We again employ the parabolic regularization 
technique. Consider the initial value problem 
u, + uxxr + (g(4), = WWxx - u,,,,)~ 
@, x) = U&)9 
where u,,” E S(R; R) such that as n --t co, 
uOn -+ u,, strongly in S:(R; R) 
since S is dense in S:. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
LEMMA 4.1. For every fixed n E N, the initial value problem (4.6), (4.7) 
has a unique global solution u, = u,(t, x) such that 
u, E C”([O, T]; S(R; R)). (4.9) 
505!42f2-9 
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Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. It is known (see 
[ 7, 81) that the initial value problem (4.6), (4.7) has a unique solution 
u,, E C” (10, T]; H”(R, R)). Therefore, it suffices to show that 
u, E L”“(0, T; S#, R)) (4.10) 
for every rE NV (0). 
The proof of (4.10) together with 
u Unxx It.’ E L2(0, T; S;(R; R)) (4.11) 
is done by induction on r. When r = 0, it is obvious. Suppose that the result 
is known for all values less than or equal to r - 1 (r > 1). We prove it for r. 
Let x(x) E S(R; R) with x(O) = 1. Put x,(x) = X(&X). Differentiating 
with respect to t, using Eq. (4.6) and integrating by parts, we 
+$ IIX, 4llf.o = - ; IIX, 4Jf.O - $ II*, ~,,,Ilf.o 
- + ( (2ru2(‘-” xxf + b2’x,x:) U” u,, Q!x . 
- i, (4r(r - 1) CJ~(~-*)X*X~ + 2ra”‘-“Xf + 8ru2(‘-“xXrX: 
+ 2u2’cr:)’ + 2~7~~~~9 u, u,,, dx 
- i )_ (4ru2”- *‘xX’ + ~u”x,x:) u,, u,,, dx 
+ ( (2ru ‘(F ‘)xxf + 2u2’~,~:) x (u, g(u,) - G(u,)) dx 
i 
+ ( (2ru”’ ‘)x,yfu, + u~~x~u,,, + 2u2’~,~:u,,) u,,, dx. 
We claim that 
(4.12) 
f llXrU,l15.0 + & (lIXt~“xll:.o + k%A.O) 
G c llXrUnllLl + ~~~wnxII~-,.o + II~nxxIl:-l.O)~ (4.13) 
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where c and c(n) are positive constants independent of E. We integrate (4.13) 
with respect to t and use the assumptions of the induction. Then Gronwall’s 
inequality gives 
sup IIX, ~,(M, < c, 
o<r< I 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
where c is a positive constant independent of E. Therefore, taking the limit as 
E + 0, we see that the assertions (4. lo), (4.11) hold for r. 
We prove the claim (4.13) by bounding each of the terms of the right-hand 
side of (4.12) as follows: 
the third term G$ IIK~~~.~P IIK~~~II~--~.~ + 2 Ilx:~nll,.o) 
~~Ilx,~,,ll~.,+cllu”lI: 1.0; 
the fourth term < f IW2r- 1) IIx~~,II,-~.~ lkr~,Alr.O 
+ 8r Ilx: u,II,- 1.0 II~~~nxxIlr.o 
+ 2 IIX:%llr.O IIX:~nxrllr.O 
+ 2 IIX:I~,Il,.o IIX, %xxllr.Ol 
the fifth term G f Ilx, %xllr.o(4~ llXr~,,lI,- I.0 + 4 lIx:~n,Il,,o) 
< -& Ilx, %A.” + c II unx Ilf- I .o ; 
the sixth term < sup(lyl(a)l: 1~1 < IulJ 
x (2r llKr%llf.o + 2 llXt~“llr.O Ilxihtllr.0) 
(w@) = @g@) - G@))/P~) 
~~IIx,~“II:.o+~II~“II:-I.o~ 
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the last term < ~~IIx~~,,IL.~ IIx~~,,~~II~-,,~ 
+ r llXr~“~llr.o~llX,~.xllr- I.0 + IIX:%xll,.o> 
+ 2 II/& U” IL.0 11x: U”XX IL.0 
< lIX$“11,2,0 + ~ll~c%ll:,o + c(n) lI%,II,- I.” 
+ c(n) II~,,,lIr- 1.0’ 
Here we have used the fact that 
I d’xf u,, u,,, dx = - I (ru2(‘- ‘)xxf + u”x,~,)u~, dx. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 completed. We now consider the convergence of 
n,,(f, x) as n + co. In much the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
it can be shown that there exist a positive number Tc and a function L, E R 
such that 
SUP II %Wllo,s G L,(ll uon Il0.s) (4.17) O<I<T’ 
for all s > d/2, from which it follows that (u,} remains bounded in 
L”O(0, T*; S”,(R; R)) as n -+ co. We next show that for every r > 0 {u,,} 
remains bounded in Lw(O, Tc; SF(R; R)) as n-t co. We have 
2r . -- 
n J 
a*“- “xu, u,, dx 
- $1 (4r(r - 1)~“‘-*‘x2 + 2ru2(r-“1 u,u,,, dx 
4r . -- 
l n _ 
a*“- “xu,, u,,, dx 
+ 2r . a*(‘- ‘)x(24, g(u,) - Au,)) dx .I 
+ . (2ru*(‘- ‘)xu, + u~~u,,*) u,,, dx. 
! 
(4.18) 
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Here we bound each term as follows: (we simply denote the kth term of the 
right-hand side of (4.18) by I,) for 0 < f < P 
I, = + (_ (2r(r - 1)~~“~ *‘x2 + ru*“-“)zdS, dx 
. 
~cll~,llf-l.o~cll~“Ilf~o~ 
I, < +4r(2r - 1) lIdI,- I.o I14,,Ilr- 1.0 
G $ II %,Il:.o + c Il~“llf.0; 
~~~$~~ll~,,ll,-,.oll~.,,ll,,~ 
< & II ~“,xIIT.o + c II ~“Xll,2- I.0 
S~Ilu”*,ll:,,+cll~“Il~,0+~ll~.II:.~~ 
1, < 2rWv@) : IpI< IuLI II~nll~,o 
G 4l~nIlo.I) ll~“ll:.o; 
I, = 2r . u*(~- “XU, u,,, dr - r 
J I 
~7*(~-‘)& dx 
= 3r . ~*(~-‘)xu,u,,, dx 
.I 
+ . [ 2r(r - 1) u*(‘-*‘x2 + ru*“- “1 u, u,, dx 
J 
< 3rllu,ll,,o ll~nxxllr-l.O + Gr- 1) Il~,ll,-l,o i/~,xii,-l,o 
G c II u, II,‘.0 + c II 4ll~.*r9 
where c(.) E R and c denote various positive constants independent of n. 
Since {u,) remains bounded in LW(O, T*; Si(R; R)) for any s> max(2r, 
d/2 + E) (t/c > 0), we finally obtain 
f  II ~,ll:,o + & (II 4l:.o + II ~“,,Il~.0) 
G c II %llf.o + c* for O<t<T*, 
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from which it follows that (u,} remains bounded in t”(0, r*; SF(R; R)) and 
hence in L”)(O, P; SS,(R; R)) for every I-, s > 0 as n + co. Hence there exist 
a subsequence of (u,} (also denoted by (u,}) and a function u E L”O(0, r*; 
S:(R; R)) such that 
u, + u weakly star in LW(O, r*; S)(R; R)). 
It can be easily shown that u is a solution of (4.1), (4.2). The proof of 
remaining assertions is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. This completes 
the proof. 
5. THE GENERALIZED BBM EQUATION 
In this section we consider the initial value problem: 
u, - u,,, + (h(u)), = 0, xER, r>O, (5.1) 
up, x) = u,(x), x E R. (5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that h(u) is a polynomial of u with h(0) = 0. Let 
r, s > 0. For every u0 E S:(R; R) with u,, E S:(R; R), the initial value 
problem (5. I), (5.2) has a unique solution u = u(f, x) such that 
4 u,, u,, u,, E L”O(0, T; S:(R; R)), VT> 0. (5.3) 
COROLLARY 5.1. I’ u,, E S(R; R), then u E C’YlO, T]; S(R; R)). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since S is dense in S:, there exists a sequence 
(u,,,} c S, such that as n + co, 
with 
aon -9 u0 strongly in SS,, (5.4) 
nOnx + uoX strongly in St. (5.5) 
Let a, = an(l, x) be a solution of (5.1) with initial condition 
U”(O, x) = &l”(X), xE R. (5.6) 
According to Medeiros and Miranda [5 1, I(, exists globally and lies in 
F([O, T]; H*(R; R)) since u,,” E S c Ha. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let r, s > 0. Given C > 0, there exists a positive constant K 
independent of n, such that 
Ill~n(f)llllr..~ + III h(tIllr,* + III ~“,Ulll,., 
+ ill ~,,,(tM., G K, for O<t<T, (5.7) 
provided that 
lilh IIL + III ~OnxIllr..~ G C. (5.8) 
Proof. When r = 0. the estimates (5.7) can be obtained by a standard 
energy method, using the fact that 
I u,(t)l2 + I %Wl* 
is a conserved functional (see [ 2, 51). Hence it suffkes to show that the 
estimates 
II Q)ll,., + II ~nx0)llr.o + II ~,,O)llr.o + II~,,,Wll,.o G K’, (5.9) 
K’ being a positive constant independent on n, holds for all r > 0 and any 
t E 10, T]. The proof is done by induction. 
Let x(x) E S(R; R) with x(O) = 1. Put x,(x) =X(&X). Multiplying (5.1) by 
u2’(x) xi(x) u,(r, x) and integrating by parts over (-co, co), we have 
+ -$ (Ilx, %ll:.o + IIX, U”, II:.,, 
= [ [(4r(r - 1) CY~“-~),Y~ + 2ra*“-“)xf + 8ruz(‘-‘)x,yIx: 
t 2a2’(X:)’ + 2u2’~,&’ 1 u,u,, dx 
+ i [Zru 2(’ - “Xxf t 2u2’x, x: ] u,, u,, ak 
- 1 u”xf u, h’(u,)unx dx 
G ~lI4III,- I.0 II~,,llr-I.0 + c llXr~“,llr.o II%,lLl.O 
+ Wlh’@)l : IPI G Iu,I,J 1I~r~nIlr.o ll~r~,,Ilr.o. 
(5.10) 
Multiplying (5.1) by u21(x)xf(x) u,,(t, x) and integrating by parts over 
(-a, a), we get 
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(lx, %llf,o + IIX, %,Ilf.o 
= i 1(2r(r - I)o~“-~)x~ + r~~(‘-~))~f + ~PJ~(~-I)~~~; 
+ u2r(X:)2 + u”X,x:’ I(u,,)2 o!x (5.11) 
- 1 . u2’xf u,,h’(u,)u,, o!x 
G 4l%ll:-,,o + suptlh’@) : IPI G I%lcm) IIXr~“,llr.ll IlX~~nxllr.O~ 
We first consider the case 0 < r < 1. By virtue of (5.7) with r = 0, from 
(5.10) we obtain 
~-$(Ilx.u,II:.o + llX&Ilf.0) 
< 4llx, % ll3,ll f IIX, 4, I&J + c9 (5.12) 
c being a positive constant independent of E and n, since HF, c L2 if r’ < 0. 
Then Gronwall’s inequality yields 
sup O<f<T (Ilx, WlLl + Ilx, %xwll:.o) G c- 
From this and (5.1 l), we have 
sup (Ilx, MIlf.0 + llx, bo)llf,o) G c* O<f<T 
Thus we have the assertion (5.9) for 0 < r Q 1 if we let E tend to 0. 
Suppose that the result (5.9) is known for all values r less than or equal to 
k (k E N). We prove it for any r E [k,k + 11. By the hypothesis on induction 
and the estimate (5.7) with r= 0, we again obtain (5.12) for any 
r E ]k, k + I]. Then in much the same way we obtain the result (5.9) for any 
rE [k,k+ l]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 completed. From Lemma 5.1 we conclude that u, 
tends to a desired solution u = u(f, x) of (5.1), (5.2) as n -+ co. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Note odded in pnwJ After the present paper had been submitted Professor T. Kato 
(University of California) kindly sent to the author his preprint entitled “On the Cauchy 
Problem for the (Generalized) Korteweg+le Vries Equation,” in which results similar to 
Theorem 4. I and its corollaries of the present paper were obtained by a different method. 
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